16th Annual  
SAA 2022 Research Forum  
Day One: August 3rd  1:00 to 4:30 PM Central time
Welcome!
We’d like to begin by acknowledging that Chicago—which is our virtual host for this conference and is home to the SAA office—is located on the ancestral lands of several Indigenous tribes, including the Kickapoo, Peoria, Potawatomi, and Illinois Nations. I encourage you to acknowledge the ancestral lands on which you find yourself today, and to do so with intention. Thank you.

Note: drafted in consultation with the Native American Archives Section co-chairs

Native Governance Center has a guide to Indigenous land acknowledgement for you to use in understanding what a land acknowledgement is and guidance for creating one. [https://nativegov.org/a-guide-to-indigenous-land-acknowledgment/](https://nativegov.org/a-guide-to-indigenous-land-acknowledgment/)
Thank you!

Research Forum 2022 Organizing Team

*Nance McGovern* (Global Archivist) – Forum Co-chair/Co-founder, Program Committee
*Kate Neptune* (Harvard) – Forum Coordinator, Overall and Platforms
*Kari Smith* (Global Archivist) – Program Committee, Forum Organizer, Zoom Wrangler
*Heather Soyka* (Kent State) – Outgoing Forum Co-chair
*Rebecca C. Thayer* (George Mason) – Forum Coordinator, Posters and Technical

Welcome, Jennifer Gunter King! (Emory) – Outgoing CORDA/Incoming RF Co-chair

SAA Staff: Felicia and everyone else who helped!
All of our Research Forum Presenters
All of our attendees and viewers
2022 SAA Research Forum  #SAA22RF
@SAAResearch

Under the CORDA Umbrella
Since early 2021, working towards coordinating the constellation of SAA groups that contribute to, engage in and support research within SAA including the Research Forum. Starting in September, the Research Forum will be organized by CORDA – exciting!

Erin Passehl-Stoddart and Sarah Pratt Martin, CORDA Co-chairs
Jennifer Gunter King, RF Co-chair

For more information and to follow along on the transition see:
CORDA website:
https://www2.archivists.org/groups/committee-on-research-data-and-assessment

- 2022 CORDA Business Meeting recording
  - Including an update about the transition update plus RF highlights and next steps
  - recorded on July 28 – watch for the recording!
Agenda for Today

Full agenda at:
https://www2.archivists.org/am2022/research-forum-2022/agenda

Abstracts and bios are available (as usual) via links on the agenda

And slides, poster images, and eventually research reports and papers will also be available on the 2022 Research Forum website

All of the sessions, including the Poster session, will be recorded
Recordings will be available with other Annual Meeting content
SAA Code of Conduct
We value and respect our diverse guests, volunteers, service providers, and staff members. We expect all of our attendees to do the same. Read the SAA Code of Conduct [https://www2.archivists.org/statements/saa-code-of-conduct](https://www2.archivists.org/statements/saa-code-of-conduct)

Ready? Let’s go!